METROBRICK® Has a NEW Website

From time to time, it is important to update an existing website. Nearly everything changes, including styles, SEO, and content. When the Internet was new, think back to how sites looked compared to today.

Feeling the need to stay current with web design and optimization, METROBRICK has recently launched a new website.

Responsive architecture is key to the new METROBRICK website, allowing it to be easily viewed on formats including large monitors, cell phones and tablets.

Seamless navigation between menu items is also part of the design. It is filled with neatly categorized product examples, installation images and helpful technical information.

Introducing Vertical Wire Cut

We've changed the direction of our wire cut texture from horizontal (across the brick) to vertical (up and down). This change reflects the more natural direction for a wire to cut through the brick. METROBRICK's vertical wire cut is also consistent (corner texture matches the field).

REQUEST FREE SAMPLE BOARD

Generate Blends on the Fly with the Blend Generator exclusive to METROBRICK

An interactive Blend Generator is an important part of the new METROBRICK® website. Within seconds, a user can create a blend of brick colors from the METROBRICK color palette. They will easily create blends and choose the one that is right for their project. The blends can be made into PDF's for mailing and printing. Also available is an option for ordering a sample board of the blend.

METROBRICK in the Sunshine State

Follow this link to see a few pictures taken this spring in the Sunshine State. These pictures represent only a small portion of the many Florida jobs featuring METROBRICK. Secondary education buildings are the main focus, using more than one type of installation method. Read More